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The Christian Observer 1843
The Evangelical and Reformed
Churches and World War II. Harold
Franklin Hafer 1947
The Colonial Church Chronicle and
Missionary Journal 1861
Spirits and Letters Thomas G. Kirsch 2011
This work offers a substantial intervention
into broader debates about religion, media
and materiality.
The Treasury of Knowledge and Library of
Reference Samuel Maunder 1859
Gentle Shepherding Joseph Earl Bush
2012-11 Named "One of the Top Ten Books
for Parish Clergy" for the year 2006 by the
Academy of Parish Clergy! Gentle
Shepherding offers a rare balance in an
introduction to pastoral ethics, one that
identifies deeply with the pastoral vocation
and brings it into conversation with a
developed body of ethical theory. The goal
of the book is to equip seminarians and
pastors with conceptual resources for
clarifying moral responsibility in the
practice of ministry. This responsibility
includes three levels: the minister as a
moral agent in offering care; the minister
as a moral enabler in encouraging virtue in
others; and the minister as a moral leader
in facilitating congregational life and
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witness in society. Helping ministers and
seminarians to think anew about their
responsibilities and the moral quandaries in
pastoral practice, Gentle Shepherding
integrates theory with practice, providing
case material for further reflection and
discussion and at least one case study or
exercise associated with each chapter.
The Living Church 1945
Christian Science Stephen Gottschalk
1978
Dictionary of dates, and universal
reference. [With] Joseph Timothy Haydn
1885
Made in America Claude S. Fischer
2010-05-15 Our nation began with the
simple phrase, “We the People.” But who
were and are “We”? Who were we in 1776,
in 1865, or 1968, and is there any
continuity in character between the we of
those years and the nearly 300 million
people living in the radically different
America of today? With Made in America,
Claude S. Fischer draws on decades of
historical, psychological, and social
research to answer that question by
tracking the evolution of American
character and culture over three centuries.
He explodes myths—such as that
contemporary Americans are more mobile
and less religious than their ancestors, or
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that they are more focused on money and
consumption—and reveals instead how
greater security and wealth have only
reinforced the independence,
egalitarianism, and commitment to
community that characterized our people
from the earliest years. Skillfully drawing
on personal stories of representative
Americans, Fischer shows that affluence
and social progress have allowed more
people to participate fully in cultural and
political life, thus broadening the category
of “American” —yet at the same time what
it means to be an American has retained
surprising continuity with much earlier
notions of American character. Firmly in
the vein of such classics as The Lonely
Crowd and Habits of the Heart—yet
challenging many of their
conclusions—Made in America takes
readers beyond the simplicity of headlines
and the actions of elites to show us the
lives, aspirations, and emotions of ordinary
Americans, from the settling of the colonies
to the settling of the suburbs.
The British Magazine and Monthly Register
of Religious and Ecclesiastical Information,
Parochial History, and Documents
Respecting the State of the Poor, Progress
of Education, &c 1841
The Abuse of Minors in the Catholic
Church Anthony J. Blasi 2020-03-26 This
book offers an academically rigorous
examination of the biological, psychological,
social and ecclesiastical processes that
allowed sexual abuse in the Catholic
Church to happen and then be covered up.
The collected essays provide a means to
better assess systemic wrongdoing in
religious institutions, so that they can be
more effectively held to account. An
international team of contributors apply a
necessarily multi-disciplinary approach to
this difficult subject. Chapters look closely
at the sexual abuse of minors by Roman
Catholic clerics, explaining the complexity
of this issue, which cannot be reduced to
simple misconduct, sexual deviation, or a
management failure alone. The book will
help the reader to better understand the
social, organizational, and cultural
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processes in the Church over recent
decades, as well as the intricate world of
beliefs, moral rules, and behaviours. It
concludes with some strategies for change
at the individual and corporate levels that
will better ensure safeguarding within the
Catholic Church and its affiliate
institutions. This multifaceted study gives a
nuanced analysis of this huge
organizational failure and offers
recommendations for effective ways of
preventing it in the future. As such, it will
be of keen interest to scholars of Religious
Studies, Sociology of Religion, Psychology,
Psychiatry, Legal Studies, Ethics,
Anthropology, Cultural Studies, History,
and Theology.
Slimline Reference Bible NLT Tyndale
House Publisher, Inc. 2019-01-08 The
Slimline Reference Bible in the New Living
Translation features a portable size and
quality construction for today's on-the-go
lifestyle. Classic reference features include
a dictionary/concordance, words of Christ
in red, a daily reading plan, full-color maps,
a ribbon marker, and gilded page edges.
The New Living Translation is an
authoritative Bible translation rendered
faithfully into today's English from the
ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars.
The NLT's scholarship and clarity breathe
life into even the most difficult-tounderstand Bible passages--but even more
powerful are stories of how people's lives
are changing as the words speak directly to
their hearts.
Minutes of the Baptist Association ...
Philadelphia Baptist Association 1860
Episcopal and Clerical Duty and
Responsibility Considered, in Reference
to Ireland, in a Letter ... to the ...
Bishop of Down and Connor, on His
Lordship's Charge Against the
Established Church Home Mission
Robert James MACGHEE 1835
Evangelical Dictionary of Theology
(Baker Reference Library) Walter A.
Elwell 2001-05-01 Fifteen years after its
original publication comes a thoroughly
revised edition of the Evangelical
Dictionary of Theology. Every article from
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the original edition has been revisited. With
some articles being removed, others
revised, and many new articles added, the
result is a completely new dictionary
covering systematic, historical, and
philosophical theology as well as
theological ethics.
The Reference Catalogue of Current
Literature 1888
Perspectives 2005
Subject Headings Used in the
Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of
Congress [from 1897 Through
December 1955] Library of Congress.
Subject Cataloging Division 1957
Journalist 3 & 2 United States. Naval
Training Command 1973
Church bells, ed. by J.E. Clarke John
Erskine Clarke 1875
The True Purpose & Spirit of Church
Discipline. The Circular Letter from the
Ministers and Messengers of the Several
Baptist Churches in the Northamptonshire
Association, Assembled at Guilsborough, on
the 21st and 22nd of May, 1861, Etc
Thomas Talman GOUGH 1858
Amish Values for Your Family Suzanne
Woods Fisher 2011-08-01 For readers who
long for strong families that know how to
truly enjoy life together, there is much to
learn from the Amish. Values like
community, forgiveness, simple living,
obedience, and more can be your family
legacy--without selling your car, changing
your wardrobe, or moving out to farm
country. In Amish Values for Your Family,
bestselling author Suzanne Woods Fisher
shows how you can adopt the wisdom of the
Amish when it comes to family matters. In
this inspiring and practical book readers
will find charming true stories interlaced
with solid, biblical advice about parenting,
marriage, and all aspects of family life. As
readers get an intimate glimpse into the
everyday lives of real Amish families, they
will learn to prioritize what's truly
important, simplify decision-making, slow
down as a family, safeguard time together,
and let go when the time comes.
The Ecclesiastical gazette, or, Monthly
register of the affairs of the Church of
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England 1877
Communities of Journalism David Paul Nord
2001 Widely acknowledged as one of our
most insightful commentators on the
history of journalism in the United State,
David Paul Nord offers a lively and wideranging discussion of journalism as a vital
component of community. In settings
ranging from the religion-infused towns of
colonial America to the rrapidly expanding
urban metropolises of the late nineteenth
century, Nord explores the cultural work of
the press.
The Church of England magazine
[afterw.] The Church of England and
Lambeth magazine 1851
Alcohol, Addiction and Christian Ethics
Christopher C. H. Cook 2006-05-04
Addictive disorders are characterised by a
division of the will, in which the addict is
attracted both by a desire to continue the
addictive behaviour and also by a desire to
stop it. Academic perspectives on this
predicament usually come from clinical and
scientific standpoints, with the 'moral
model' rejected as outmoded. But Christian
theology has a long history of thinking and
writing on such problems and offers
insights which are helpful to scientific and
ethical reflection upon the nature of
addiction. Chris Cook reviews Christian
theological and ethical reflection upon the
problems of alcohol use and misuse, from
biblical times until the present day.
Drawing particularly upon the writings of
St Paul the Apostle and Augustine of Hippo,
a critical theological model of addiction is
developed. Alcohol dependence is also
viewed in the broader ethical perspective of
the use and misuse of alcohol within
communities.
The Christian observer [afterw.] The
Christian observer and advocate 1843
Feasting on the Word: Pentecost and
season after Pentecost 1 (Propers 3-16)
David Lyon Bartlett 2009-01-01 We have
been honored to work with a multitude of
gifted thinkers, writers, and editors. We
present these essays as their offering-and
ours-to the blessed ministry of preaching." From the introduction by David L. Bartlett
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and Barbara Brown Taylor --Book Jacket.
NLT Large Print Thinline Reference
Bible, Filament Enabled Edition (Red
Letter, Leatherlike, Peony Pink,
Indexed) Tyndale 2021-11-09 The Bible
Reading Experience: Reimagined The new
Tyndale classic NLT Large Print Thinline
Reference Bible, Filament-Enabled Edition
has readable text, an attractive layout, and
cross-references in a thin, easy-to-carry
size. And while it has the same low price as
basic text-only Bibles, the NLT Large Print
Thinline Reference offers much more. It not
only features a bold new design and the
trusted and much-loved New Living
Translation (NLT) but also includes the
groundbreaking Filament Bible app. This
app enables you to use your mobile phone
or tablet to connect every page to a vast
array of related content, including study
notes, devotionals, interactive maps,
informative videos, and worship music. The
Filament Bible app turns this Bible into a
powerful study and devotional experience,
offering more to expand your mind and
touch your heart than you can possibly hold
in your hand. And there is no additional
cost for the Filament Bible app. No
additional purchase. No additional size or
weight. Of course, you can use this Bible
without the app, but when you want to dig
deeper, grab your phone or tablet and open
the Filament Bible app. It's so easy to use.
Features: New designs and Filament
content for each page! Readable large print
Handy thin size Words of Jesus in red
Thousands of cross-references Quality layflat Smyth-sewn binding Tyndale Verse
Finder Presentation page Ribbon marker
Gilded page edges Filament Bible app with
free access to: 25,000 study notes 350+
videos 40+ maps and infographics 400+
profiles and articles 1,500+ devotionals
Library of worship music
International Reference Service 1946
Reference Guide to Russian Literature
University Prof of Russian and Comparative
Literature Neil Cornwell 1998 "First
Published in 1998, Routledge is an imprint
of Taylor & Francis, an informa company."
Second Corinthians (Paideia:
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Commentaries on the New Testament)
Raymond F. Collins 2013-06-15 In this
addition to the well-received Paideia series,
a respected senior New Testament scholar
examines cultural context and theological
meaning in Second Corinthians. Paideia
commentaries explore how New Testament
texts form Christian readers by ∙ attending
to the ancient narrative and rhetorical
strategies the text employs ∙ showing how
the text shapes theological convictions and
moral habits ∙ commenting on the final,
canonical form of each New Testament
book ∙ focusing on the cultural, literary,
and theological settings of the text ∙ making
judicious use of maps, photos, and sidebars
in a reader-friendly format Students,
pastors, and other readers will appreciate
the historical, literary, and theological
insight offered in this practical
commentary.
NLT Large Print Thinline Reference
Bible, Filament Enabled Edition (Red
Letter, Leatherlike, Berry, Indexed)
Tyndale 2020-09-08 The Bible Reading
Experience: Reimagined The new Tyndale
classic NLT Large Print Thinline Reference
Bible, Filament-Enabled Edition has
readable text, an attractive layout, and
cross-references in a thin, easy-to-carry
size. And while it has the same low price as
basic text-only Bibles, the NLT Large Print
Thinline Reference offers much more. It not
only features a bold new design and the
trusted and much-loved New Living
Translation (NLT) but also includes the
groundbreaking Filament Bible app. This
app enables you to use your mobile phone
or tablet to connect every page to a vast
array of related content, including study
notes, devotionals, interactive maps,
informative videos, and worship music. The
Filament Bible app turns this Bible into a
powerful study and devotional experience,
offering more to expand your mind and
touch your heart than you can possibly hold
in your hand. And there is no additional
cost for the Filament Bible app. No
additional purchase. No additional size or
weight. Of course, you can use this Bible
without the app, but when you want to dig
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deeper, grab your phone or tablet and open
the Filament Bible app. It's so easy to use.
Features: New designs and Filament
content for each page! Readable large print
Handy thin size Words of Jesus in red
Thousands of cross-references Quality layflat Smyth-sewn binding Tyndale Verse
Finder Presentation page Ribbon marker
Gilded page edges Filament Bible app with
free access to: 25,000 study notes 350+
videos 40+ maps and infographics 400+
profiles and articles 1,500+ devotionals
Library of worship music
Church of God 76th General Assembly
Minutes 2016 Daniel L. Black Minutes 2016
Church of God Cleveland, Tennessee
The British Magazine and Monthly Register
of Religious and Ecclesiastical Information,
Parochial History, and Documents
Respecting the State of the Poor, Progress
of Education, Etc 1842
Reference Catalogue of Current
Literature 1884
Women in Scripture Carol Meyers
2000-03-30 “This splendid reference
describes every woman in Jewish and
Christian scripture . . . monumental”
(Library Journal). In recent decades, many
biblical scholars have studied the holy text
with a new focus on gender. Women in
Scripture is a groundbreaking work that
provides Jews, Christians, or anyone
fascinated by a body of literature that has
exerted a singular influence on Western
civilization a thorough look at every woman
and group of women mentioned in the
Bible, whether named or unnamed, well
known or heretofore not known at all. They
are remarkably varied—from prophets to
prostitutes, military heroines to musicians,
deacons to dancers, widows to wet nurses,
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rulers to slaves. There are familiar faces,
such as Eve, Judith, and Mary, seen anew
with the full benefit of the most up-to-date
results of biblical scholarship. But the most
innovative aspect of this book is the section
devoted to the many females who in the
scriptures do not even have names.
Combining rigorous research with engaging
prose, these articles on women in the
Hebrew Bible, the
Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books, and
the New Testament will inform, delight, and
challenge readers interested in the Bible,
scholars and laypeople alike. Together,
these collected histories create a volume
that takes the study of women in the Bible
to a new level.
Control and Consolation in American
Culture and Politics Dana Cloud
1997-11-26 In this perceptive analysis,
Dana Cloud traces the replacement of social
and political activism by the pursuit of
personal, psychological change. She
identifies the new movement as the
"rhetoric of therapy", where a persuasive
cultural discourse that applies concepts
such as coping and adapting replaces active
attempts to reform flawed systems of social
and political power. Cloud focuses on the
therapeutic discourse that emerged after
the Vietnam War and links its rise to
specific political and economic interests.
Critical case studies identify the extent to
which therapeutic discourses are
persuasive, including: the rhetoric of
"family values"; media coverage of "support
groups" during the Gulf War; Gloria
Steinem's Revolution from Within; the film
Thelma and Louise; and literature of the
New Age Movement.
Magazine Huxford Genealogical Society
1999
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